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You walk barefooted on your soft carpet floor when all of a sudden dust and debris gets to your foot
faster than you can decide to clean your flooring. Put away your broom because it is not going to be
enough to get the dust and debris out of every yard of fiber across the carpet floor. For those hard-
to-get dirt and stains, carpet cleaning requires a different set of methods to ensure the carpet is
clean deep down.

With the dust and debris sticking to the millions of tiny fibers that make up your carpet floor, the
cleaning process has to take the fight deep down. Cleaners use special equipment designed for
deep cleaning of the carpet from every dust and debris. Vacuuming, chemical treatment, steam, and
protection are some of the common steps carpet cleaners employ. The best part is that they are
gentle to your carpet as well as being friendly to the environment.

Vacuuming: The first step in holistic carpet cleaning is the traditional vacuuming. Considering that
dirt in your carpet is very hard to remove, the vacuum may have to be a high-powered oneâ€”a vacuum
that really "sucks." This is, however, to pave the way for chemical treatment to be applied later on in
the carpet cleaning process. It will make the rest of the procedure more manageable and effective.

Chemical treatment: Stains are among the hardest to remove when it comes to carpet cleaning,
especially if you use physical means like a vacuum. Carpet cleaning Arlington Heights cleaners do
requires applying natural cleaning agents that remove the stain and prepare them for the rest of the
cleaning process. Citrus-based cleaners, in which most carpet cleaners use, do not hurt the carpet
quality while maintaining its effectiveness in getting rid of carpet stains.

Steam: Steam cleaning does more than just remove the dirt and stain from your carpet floor. At
higher temperatures, steam is enough to kill every species of bacteria inhabiting the fibers. Chicago
carpet cleaning combines rinsing agents with the steam cleaning process for a more effective
removal of dirt and germs in your carpet. Steam will not get your carpet wet because it only contains
roughly five percent waterâ€”drier than your moist pot roast.

Protection: Now that your carpet is finally clean, Arlington Heights carpet cleaning has to protect it
from new dirt and stains. Cleaners cover the carpet in a layer of protective agent, distributed evenly
across the carpet. The agent will help preserve the natural, aesthetic look of your carpet while
shielding it from future accumulation of dirt and stains for a certain period.
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